
Look of the past, sound of today.

Field boom box
has full function
CD & cassette
Hardwood field box has
bright metal bolsters on all
corners for durability. Tuning
and volume controls are

read like old-time aircraft meters. Function controls for AM/FM radio and full -feature
cassette are on airplane -style toggle switches. Engine -turned metal bright work on
CD and cassette. Programmable CD, two 4" speakers and hidden telescopic FM
antenna. AC adapter included. 1014x674x3'h': Requires 8 "D" batteries for portability.

RSU 12042032 219.99

Turntable, cassette
and CD player
Luxurious honey oak wood
finish cabinet opens to reveal
the turntable that plays 331/3

and 45 rpm records. Front -load programmable CD with LCD multi -display and full
programming capability. Discreetly positioned on the side is a full -function cassette
player. Includes two built-in stereo speakers.
RSU 12124350 189.99

Brooklyn AM/FM cassette
This great looking retro radio has all the
features of a modern cassette/radio
packaged in a handmade wooden cabinet
with a high -gloss furniture finish. Cassette

door is located on the side so it doesn't interfere with the look and feel of an old-time
radio. FM -AFC locks in stations. Cassette fast -forward and eject. Illuminated display
dial. 4" speaker. Built-in antenna for AM and FM. RSU 12124343 69.99

Flight case
CD player
Authentic -look flight case
straight out of the '40s!
Drawer -type bright metal CD
player. Stereo speakers detach

for better stereo separatior. Toggle switches control band selection, lights and CD
functions. Illuminated tuning and volume control display. LED indicators for power,
on/off, CD, tuner and aux. Telescopic FM antenna. Detachable AC power cord can be
stored in battery compartment. Requires 8 "D" batteries for portable use.
RSU 12250106 199.99

Stamford wood
AM/FM radio
with CD player
Nostalgic wood radio with illuminated
tuning scale of AM/FM, SW1 and SW2 bands. Top -mounted
stereo CD with pushbutton access to desired tracks. Side -mounted stereo
with auxiliary jacks. 12'h x5' hx93/4'. Requires 4 "D" batteries.
RSU 12250197

speakers

199.99

All -in -one lantern,
fan and AM/FM radio
Great for camping, picnics or night fishing!
Coleman' AM/FM radio has a built-in flashlight and
fluorescent tube area light, plus a 2 -speed fan. No
batteries required-includes rechargeable Ni-Cd
battery pack and charger.
RSU 12249975 59.99

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: ordering at our stores from RadioShack Unlimitedx
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


